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BIKER-TOUR PROGRAM 
THE SCHEDULE OF TOURS FOR 2017 

June 1-15 

July 1-15 

August 1-15 

September 1-15 

Date of departure of each group can change  

DURATION OF THE PROGRAM: 11 DAYS / 10 NIGHTS 

INFORMATION ABOUT THE TOUR: 

 

THE PRICE CONTAINS: 

Accommodation according to the program 

Transfers according to the program (Minivan) 

English-speaking guide 

Food: breakfast 

Excursions and activity program (including entrance fees) 

Motorcycle rental 

Services of maintenance mechanics 

 

ADDITIONAL CHARGES:  

Visa fees 

Insurance 

Optional excursions and activities 

Gasoline 

Lunches and dinners 

Additional expenses in hotels (bathing in vats, swimming pools, fishing, sauna, billiards, etc.) 

Personal expenses 

 

Rented motorcycles can be bought with the registration transfer of ownership. You can also order spare parts for 

motorcycles or repair services for old motorcycles. More detailed information on the purchase of motorcycles, 

spare parts or services for the restoration of old motorcycles can be found in the information booklet or contact 

the tour organizer Alenka Miroshnyk  

arbaletukraine@gmail.com 

http://www.facebook.com/arbaletka 

mailto:arbaletukraine@gmail.com
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EXCURSION PROGRAM 

 

TRAFFIC ROUTE (~ 700 KM) 

Lvov city 49 ° 50'31.2''N, 24 ° 1'38.64''E 

Rakovets Village 49 ° 39'9.78''N, 24 ° 1'18.36''E 

Travel in the Carpathian Mountains, final destination Korostiv Village 49 ° 0'50.66''N, 23 ° 25'51.56''E 

«Skole Beskids» national park, Lviv region, Skole 49 ° 1'39.49''N, 23 ° 30'2.94''E 

Military tourism, Verhnya Grabownica Village 48 ° 43'51.07''N, 22 ° 59'1.13''E 

Pylypets village 48 ° 39'56.27''N, 23 ° 20'21.8''E 

National Nature Synevir Park 48 ° 37'0.38''N, 23 ° 41'7.28''E 

Rakovets Village 49 ° 39'9.78''N, 24 ° 1'18.36''E 

Lvov city 49 ° 50'31.2''N, 24 ° 1'38.64''E 

Transfer to the Slovak-Ukrainian border, Uzhgorod 48 ° 37'27.77''N, 22 ° 17'43.04''E 

DAY 1: 

Arrival in the city of Lviv, meeting at the airport / railway station. 

Transfer to the village of Rakovets (17 km south of Lviv). 

Check in at the rest complex «Poliana Rakovetska». Accommodation: 2 days / 2 night, DBL BB. 

Near the rest complex «Poliana Rakovetska» works cosy restaurant with the stylized interior in the ethno style. 

Here you can warm yourself near the fireplace, watch TV, taste the dishes of Ukrainian and European cuisine. 

Complex speciality are rakovetskyy sausages, Ukrainian borsch, bohrach, banosh, bigos, potato pancakes baked in 

the cooker, leaves of bread and dishes from chargrill. There is a big choice of coffee, alcohol and non-alcohol drinks. 

If you wish you can order live music. In the rest complex you can fully enjoy yourself with the relaxing effect of 

healing vat on firewood, water of which is enriched with silver; or you can visit with your friends the sauna on 

firewood. There is a parking place on the complex territory. Every room has free Wi-Fi, TV, hot and cold water. 

Hotel owner speaks English. 

Dinner. 

Free time. 

Lodging for the night. 

DAY 2: 

Breakfast in the rest complex «Poliana Rakovetska». 

 

Familiarization with motorcycles, test drives in the recreation area, discussions of technical issues, route, purchase 

conditions etc. 

Dinner. 

Free time. 

Lodging for the night. 

DAY 3: 

Breakfast in the rest complex «Poliana Rakovetska». 
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Check out from the rest complex «Poliana Rakovetska». 

A trip by motorcycles from the Rakovets Village to the Korostiv Village across the Carpathian Mountains (~ 

100 km) 

Check in at the hotel complex «Golden Trout». Accommodation: 3 days / 3 nights, SNGL BB, DBL BB 

The hotel complex has a cast iron vat for bathing with mineral water. Capacity 2,000 liters vat. The vat is poured 

mineral water from the water source with hydrogen sulfide. Under the vat kindle fire and the water is heated to 40 

° C. Bathing in a vat with mineral water stimulates immune system, improves the function of the musculoskeletal 

system, cardiovascular and nervous systems. Butivlya River flows next to the vat, It was built on a small dam, this 

allows after bathing in a vat to plunge into the cold water of a mountain river. Also within the complex «Golden 

Trout» is a trout farm, where they raise trout, crayfish and sturgeon. You can catch trout, which once cooked over 

an open fire at your request. 

Dinner. 

Free time. 

Lodging for the night. 

DAY 4: 

Breakfast at the hotel complex «Golden Trout». 

A trip by motorcycles to the national park «Skole Beskids» (19 km one way). 

National park «Skole Beskids» is located between the mountain rivers Stryi, Opir and Mizunka. Here are preserved 

beech, spruce and fir forests, age of trees is more than 100 years. They inhabited deer, roe deer, wild boars, wolves, 

bears, bison and rare kinds - a badger, weasel, forest cat, lynx and others. In the park are located waterfalls 

«Kamenka» and «Gurkalo» and natural reserves «Pavlov Feed» available two small waterfalls and springs of 

mineral water. You can also visit a unique cave monastery, hewn in the rock, which is near the Rozhirche Village. 

Return by motorcycles in the hotel complex «Golden Trout». 

Dinner with fishing. 

Free time. 

Lodging for the night. 

DAY 5: 

Breakfast at the hotel complex «Golden Trout». 

Check out of the hotel. 

A trip by motorcycles towards the Veretskiy Pass to the lower gate, Verhnya Grabownica Village (65km). 

 

In this region of the Carpathians are many objects of military tourism. Previously, there were built strongholds, 

pillboxes, bunkers, trenches, tank, reinforced concrete constructions etc. 

Visit the bunker «Arpad Line». 

Bunker «lines Arpad» in Verhnya Grabownica - defensive military object from the Second World War. It dug deep in 

the mountains at a depth of 50 to 100 m. The bunker has a 3-tier, 4 outputs to the surface, and an extensive system 

of pillboxes. The length of the tunnel - about 2 km. Under the ground is a source of clean drinking water. During the 

war the bunker was used as a hospital, warehouse products, and ammunition, and others. According to some 

information this is the biggest military bunker in Europe, which has been preserved to our days. 

Moving to the village Pylypets (40 km). 

Check-in at the hotel "Pid Gimboyu". Accommodation 2 days / 2 nights DBL BB, QDPL BB. 
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Dinner. 

Free time. 

Lodging for the night. 

DAY 6: 

Breakfast at the hotel "Pid Gimboyu". 

A trip by motorcycle to National Nature Synevir Park (60 km one way) 

On the top of Ozyrna, in National Nature Synevir Park you will see the “sea eye” of the Carpathian Mountains – 

Synevir Lake, which is considered to be a gem of the Carpathians; it appeared in result of a strong displacement 

approximately 10 thousand years ago. The area of pure and transparent source water makes up about 5 hectares, 

and the depth sometimes reaches 22 meters. However, old inhabitants say, no one has succeeded in sounding the 

real depth yet. Thus, people try to amplify expressive beauty of the Carpathian Mountains and the blue lake 

surrounded by long-lived beeches and firs. The nature of this land admired with its firs, beeches, pines, exotic 

plants, mushrooms, dewberries, bilberries, raspberries and many other endowments. Quite often you might notice 

specially built hovels, where you can drink spring water. In forests and valleys you may find deer, bears, roes, wild 

boars, wolves, badgers, foxes, lynxes, eagle-owls, hares, storks and the others.  

Return to the hotel (60 km). 

Free time (you can order a sauna). 

Dinner. 

Lodging for the night. 

DAY 7: 

Breakfast at the hotel "Pid Gimboyu". 

Check out of the hotel. 

A trip by motorcycles towards the city of Lviv, the final destination is the village of Rakovets (185 km) 

Check in at the rest complex «Poliana Rakovetska». Accommodation: 4 days / 4 nights, DBL BB. 

Free time (bathing in the vat, swimming in the pool, sauna) 

Dinner. 

Lodging for the night. 

DAY 8: 

Breakfast in the rest complex «Poliana Rakovetska». 

Drive to the city by Minivan (17 km one way). 

Tour with a visit to the museum of weapons «Arsenal». 

City arsenal - fortification of the XVI century, where now is located the Museum of Weapons. In the museum can 

trace the entire evolution path arms manufacture. Many of the exhibits are not only weapons, but also a great 

work of art, made with the addition of precious metals, stones, pearls and ivory. Today the exhibition includes a few 

sections: edged weapons, Polearms, firearms, throwing weapons and armor. And also there is an exposition 

devoted orders, medals and coats of arms. 

A visit to the shooting range RAMBO. 

Tyre Rambo - entertaining a shooting range with a large arsenal assortment of which is capable to interest even 

the professional: there is an old AK with eternal its adversary US the M16, and modern Austrian the AUG, the 

French the FAMAS, sniper rifles Mauser and GR-25 machine gun MK has, classic pneumatics presented modern 
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style German stoeger and IZH-s , throwing weapons includes several crossbows, a bow block with red-dot sight, 

slingshot and exotic blowguns. 

Free time: visits to other of Lviv attractions. 

Return to Rakovets. 

Dinner. 

Free time. 

Lodging for the night. 

DAY 9: 

Breakfast in the rest complex «Poliana Rakovetska». 

Drive to the city by Minivan (17 km one way). 

Acquaintance with interesting sights of Lviv, a sightseeing tour for 2 hours. 

A visit to unique in the world the mine of coffee «Lviv kopalnya coffee». 

In the basement of the museum-restaurant «Lviv kopalnya coffee» cafe owners have created a unique coffee mine, 

where you will get acquainted with a unique way to Lviv mining of coffee. Unlike Brazil, where coffee beans grow 

on trees, coffee in Lviv is located deep in the ground. For the mining of coffee in the basement of the house 

designed miner's elevators, railroad tracks laid, which is transported by special wagons coffee. Going to these 

areas, you will certainly be given a special outfit: a miner's helmet with a flashlight. You can also try coffee for 

every taste and buy coffee beans or milled. 

A visit to other original facilities near the central square of Lviv - Market Square. 

Return to Rakovets. 

Dinner. 

Free time. 

Lodging for the night. 

DAY 10: 

Breakfast in the rest complex «Poliana Rakovetska». 

Summing up the results of the Biker Tour, discussion of the quality of motorcycle equipment, registration 

of documents for purchased equipment, getting ordered spare parts, etc. 

Farewell lanch in national Ukrainian style at the expenses of the company Arbalet. The lunch includes an 

entertaining show. 

Dinner. 

Free time. 

Lodging for the night. 

DAY 11: 

Breakfast in the rest complex «Poliana Rakovetska». 

Check out of the hotel. 

Transfer to the airport / train station or escort to the border of the lucky owners of motorcycles! 

IMPORTANT 

Prices are subject to change at the time of booking confirmation by reasons beyond our control: the 

availability of places in hotels, the change in fuel prices, increasing the cost of living in hotels, changes in 

exchange rates and others. 

The times indicated in the program have an approximate and may change slightly without notice. 


